
 
 
 
 
Do you mean the alphabet? ……………………………..No, not really …  
We are talking about Awards, Badges and Challenges! These ideas 
should be useful and will provide a start for you to think of creative ways to challenge yourself and 
build on your strengths.   

Aim High with Awards: a small recognition or a huge one - Play some 
games in a Unit meeting that practice a skill.  These could be about traditional Guiding 
skills such as knotting or mapping. They could also be about life skills such as 
cooperation or listening well. Perhaps you could be the person leading the game. Do 
whatever you think will be useful. When you finish, a small recognition could be a pat on 
the back or a comment ‘Well done’. Young girls in your patrol often like to get a sticker. 
Maybe you could make small certificates for special small tasks. In Guiding there can be 
many of these small awards and three huge awards. We’ll chat more about those later. 

BP Award - The BP Award is a series of challenges based on the fundamentals of Guiding. You 
will need to choose three individual challenges from each fundamental. The 
BP Award is the second of the ‘Big Three’ awards. As you can imagine this 
takes time and a sustained effort. Does this sound like you? Then go for it! 
Guides who have earned this award have shown a high level of capability 
and skills in a range of interests. The BP Award is described in the book 

Aim High. Achievement often means a celebration party! Maybe a group from your Unit could meet 
regularly for half an hour before or after Guides, to check progress and help each other. 

Create-a-challenge - If you really want to plan your own challenge, then create it! The 
Look Wide book has 30 different options to think about or you can start from scratch. 
Choose some actions and some ways for some activities. There could be one huge 
activity or several small ones. For example, you could choose the Water challenge then 
find out about frogs, pond life and salinity then take part in a water conservation project 
organised by your Unit. 

Develop skills, knowledge and interests - Whatever you do, make it your best effort. Don’t 
just do the same thing you’ve done before. Build on your abilities. Can you tie a reef knot, a clove 
hitch and a half hitches? Develop your skills and make a decorative belt or dog’s lead! 

Explore-a-challenge, Feel successful and Good about yourself - 
There are 10 explore challenge areas in the Look Wide book: Arts, Be Prepared, 
Faith Awareness, Friendship, Guiding, Health and Fitness, Life Skills, Our World, 
Outdoors, Science and Technology. You will explore challenges by choosing four 
different aspects of a challenge from a list. For example, if you chose the first four activities from 
Science and Technology, you could create a newsletter using a new computer program, take part in 
Jamboree on the Internet (JOTI), create a water rocket then promote Guides by taking digital pictures 
and publishing them.  

Heads together with new Ideas - Badges and Awards don’t always fit with what you need to 
do to challenge yourself. Put your head together with other Guides to cover the four elements of the 
program: People, Physical, Practical and Self. Maybe you will decide to plan something wacky. What 
about a Water War to protect Prince Teddy? Your patrol (people) can attack (physical) Teddy using 
hand-made sponge missiles (practical) in a cooperative way (self) while another patrol defends him. 

Junior BP Award - As the name suggests, the Junior BP Award is the first peak achievement 
award. There are two challenges to choose, from each of the fundamentals 
of Guiding. Here is a chance to start following in the footsteps of BP (Robert 
Baden-Powell) and to learn to Be Prepared for anything! The challenges are 
described in Aim High.  
 

Do you know your ABC? 



Know that you have done your best - There are lots of things that Guides take part in and 
enjoy. The Australian Guide Program (AGP) describes a process by which you can have fun and do 
your best. Part of that program involves achieving badges and awards. When you are looking for 
ideas for what you could do to improve your skills and knowledge the three books Look Wide, Look 
Wider Still and Aim High are a good starting point.  

Look Wider still - don’t forget the seventh fundamental Leadership Development 
- this occurs as an ongoing process as the Guide works through the activities but can also be 
enhanced by attending Leadership trainings. 

Make time to look around for New Opportunities - Life is what you make it. BP said: 
‘Look wide and when you think you are looking wide look wider still’. This phrase is used to name two 
of the books about challenges. Challenge yourself to get out of a rut, to think outside the square and 
to try things you thought you couldn’t do. The process of the Australian Guide Program (Decide 

Plan  Participate  Evaluate) is a good way to tackle a challenge. 

Promise & Law - A Guide must have made her Promise before she commences one of the 
peak achievement awards. 

Queen’s Guide Award - The third of the peak achievement awards described in Aim High is 
the Queen’s Guide Award. Guides who reach this standard are recognised as 
special people who have demonstrated leadership, initiative, responsibility, 
commitment and competence in a range of skills. When you aim this high, well 
done to you for taking on the challenge! Contact Anita Kerrison after your 14th 
birthday or later to register for the award and receive a Queen’s Guide Pack. This 
award is usually presented at a special ceremony at Government House. 

Recognise your skills and abilities - There are three set levels of skill when 
you try to Achieve-a-Challenge. Areas to choose from are Boating, Camping, 
Emergency, Leadership, Life Skills, Outdoors, Safety, Sport, Technology and The Arts. These 
challenges include things you must do to and some options to fit your interests. If you like set goals 
with definite tasks then these badges are for you! Often, an expert can help you to do this. For 
example, on the water to achieve skills in boating you will need a boating instructor. 

Service - Guides help other people and do good turns expecting no reward for doing things 
to help. But of course, deep inside there is always that feeling of knowing you have made a 
difference in a positive way. These internal rewards are often the most important! 

TCE - In recognition of the effort and skills involved, the Queen’s Guide Award is recorded 
on the Tasmanian Certificate of Education (TCE). It proudly sits beside other subjects girls achieve in 
Grade 11 and 12. Guides Tasmania is pleased that Guides can have their work formally 
acknowledged in this way as we feel that such an achievement deserves to be celebrated.  

 
Umm…  I’m Very Well eXpired so I hope You are Zipping to start  
 
 Don’t forget awards and rewards can take many different forms 


